TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #571.

HISTORICAL: GLO Bk 35 pg. 60 (1890)
Dependent Resurvey Bk 3 pg. 203 + 206

Rewitness by GLO 1933.
Rewitness by Leonard Whitmore 1976

CONDITION

Fd. firmly set IRON Post, 3 ft long, 2 ins. dia. 27 in. in the
ground with the Brass cap rusted and laying
alongside G.L.O. 1933.

Fd. remains of Hemlock stump N 42° E 23 6 H (GLO 1890).
Fd. old face on down Hemlock tree, axe marks on face.

Gone 12 Hemlock 572' W 11 1/2 K. (GLO 1890).

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

SET A 1 1/2" x 30" IRON PIPE WITH A BRASS CAP
in a 8" Dia. ALUM. FORM FILLED WITH CONCRETE.
I reset an iron post, 1 1/2" at S.E. Post has "Boundary"
NEW ACCESSORY, and "Attention" Signs attached.

T3S R10W S6 S5 S7 S8 RS 793

1981

COMMENTS: Corner is approx. 70 A West of creek
running SOUTH. In 1890 GLO set post and Mkd. B.T.s.
In 1933, GLO Rewitnessed the corner, set B.C. from original
B.T.s. In 1976 Leonard Whitmore rewitnessed the corner and Mkd.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: TERRY JONES

DATE: Aug. 11, 1981

COA: GALE ARTHUR

3° 15' DEC

PHOTO #: SEC. 7 7-14. Tillamook County GS
TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS Card 2 of 3

SEC. 6 1/2
COR. 7 1/8 T 3S R 10W WM.

HISTORICAL:


CONDITION

Fd. Stump hole, tree gone (GLO 1933 20° Hem. N 42° W 43' 1")
Gone (GLO 1933 16° Hem. N 66° E 79' 1"
Fd. Good 12 Hemlock, with healed over face, N 2° W 2' 8" to face
Fd. Good 12 Hemlock, " " S 5° E 7' 8" to face
Fd. Good 16 Hemlock, " " S 6° E 9' 1"
Fd. Good 16 Hemlock, " " N 29° E 9' 55" to face

COMMENTS: Last four trees scribed and recorded by L. Whitmer in 1976.

REWITNESS

I SET.

"Hat Section"

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: I also found a U.S.F.S. tag on a stump 204' south of the corner.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE: Aug. 11, 1981
PHOTO: Sec. 1-4-1981

= County comer tag affixed.
CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

REFERENCE:

Ref. Plm. 71917.4
Tract or Survey No.
Report No.

GRID:

W.M.
N.F.
Sioux Law
State
ORE.

GRID-DIAGRAM

1. DESCRIBE CORNER MONUMENT FOUND
   CLO 1933 SET BRASSCAP
   20" HEM, S.79°E, 464'35"
   12" HEM, S.72°W, 11'4"LKS.
   20" HEM, N.42°W, 43'43"
   16" HEM, N.66°E, 79'48"

2. DESCRIBE BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND
   FOUND 2" GALLY PIPE FILLED WITH CONCRETE. BRASSCAP
   HAS RUSTED OFF AND LAYING UPON THE GROUND.
   SET IRON POST 1 FT. S.E. - ATTACH BOUNDARY AND
   ATTENTION SIGNS.

3. DESCRIBE CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER
   ALL BT'S HAVE BEEN DESTROYED BY 1939.
   CORNER IS APPROX. 70 FT. W. OF CR. RUNNING SOUTH.

Signature: Linwood Whitmore, 7/23/76

MONUMENT: DESCRIE NEW MONUMENT SET, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING MONUMENT

Scribe 4 New BT's:
14" Fir, N.29°E, 7'3"FT, Scribed 'MARKED 8 BT'
9" HEM, S.86°E, 9'2"FT, Scribed 'MARKED 8 BT'
10" Fir, S.66°W, 8'3"FT, Scribed 'MARKED 8 BT'
8" Fir, N.52°W, 2'5"FT, Scribed 'MARKED 8 BT'

DISTANCES ARE SIDE-LINED, MARKED AND 8' BT ABE

Work Done By: (Signature)
Title: (Signature)
State Registration No. or Agency: (Signature)
Certified Cor. Record Prepared? Yes No
Filed At: (Signature)
Date: (Signature)

REMARKS